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WEEK SEVEN 
PLANNING PROJECTS

For homework this past week, your group members should have watched the 

Module 9 video and completed the exercise. Today we’ll be talking through the 

projects they dreamed up and wrote down in order to move their ambitions 

forward.
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Discussion. (10-15 minutes) Gather everyone together and begin the 

night by asking everyone to go around the circle and share about some 

of the specific projects they wrote down for Module 9. 

This discussion time is important because it will inspire your group 

members to refine or rework their individual projects. Encourage them 

to scribble down ideas and steal each other’s projects if it will help them 

better chase their ambitions.

Spur Action. (10-15 minutes) Here’s the next question you’ll want to ask 

the group:

 How can you help each other accomplish each other’s projects?

For example, say someone in your group wants to build something. Do 

we have tools? Can we do a workday at your house? What do you need 

to do next? How can we help?

Let’s actually take these plans and put them into action.
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HOMEWORK

Next week you’ll wrap up Creating Your Life Plan by discussing a 30-day 

planning system together. This system is what is going to really allow 

the concepts from this whole process to sink in. To prepare, have your 

group watch the final Module 10 video and then fill out the productivity 

schedule for any 2 days in the week leading up to the last meeting. 

Preface this assignment by letting them know they don’t really need to 

do the 30 days in a row, they just need to do it 30 times over the next 

3 months. They’re most likely going to come into the last week with a 

bunch of questions, so we’ll explain the process further from there.

Looking Ahead. (5 minutes) Everything’s going great! You’re all nearing

the end of this process. Encourage your group for coming this far and 

then take a little time to dream together as you close the night:

Six months from now, let’s count how many ways we’ve physically 

changed the world because of what we talked about tonight. What 

projects have we completed? How is the world we live in different? How 

can we begin tonight to invest in each other and our projects?
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